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Materials: 
 
White Tassel Bracelet  
05     Bead Gallery® crystal quartz stone matte crackle 10mm round 
         beads (10154) 
09     Bead Gallery® white glass rondell 8x12mm (10419) 
09     Bead Gallery® gunmetal tone rondell with crystal rhinestone 
         5x9mm beads (18713) 
09     Bead Gallery® light smokey grey with luster faceted glass 
         rondell 3x4mm (13651) 
06     Bead Gallery® white small tassel 13x20mm (14663) 
06     Bead Gallery® silver tone 8mm jump ring 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 

 
Crackle Rhinestone Dangle Bracelet  
05     Bead Gallery® rhinestones ball drop round 10mm beads 
         (18723) 
13     Bead Gallery® crystal glass crackle AB 12mm round (10158) 
10     Bead Gallery® light smokey grey with luster faceted glass 
         rondell 3x4mm (13651) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
Crystal Rondelle Bracelet  
10     Bead Gallery® silver tone rondell with crystal rhinestones 
         5x16mm beads (18724) 
16     Bead Gallery® crystal 12mm faceted glass round (10340) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
Dagger Bracelet  
07     Bead Gallery® crystal 12mm faceted glass round (10340) 
30     Bead Gallery® crystal silver luster half coat Czech glass dagger 
         top hole 5x16mm beads (18573) 
32     Bead Gallery® light smokey grey with luster faceted glass 
         rondell 3x4mm (13651) 
20”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord .5mm  
 
Tools:  
Beadalon® Classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 

 G-S Hypo Cement (JA-GSHYPO) 
Bead Bugs® 
 
Level of difficulty (Beginner) 
 



Time – Less than 10 minutes per bracelet 
 
Tips: Stretch cord before stringing your beads.  This will help maintain 
the shape of your bracelet.  
 
Be sure to measure your wrist to insure a proper fit. Add and 
subtract beads as needed.  
 
A great alternative to the overhand knot is the surgeon’s knot.  
       
Instructions:  
White Glass Tassel Bracelet 
1. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
2. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
3. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
4. Attach jump rings to 6 white tassels. 
5. String white rondelle, 3x4mm rondell, crystal rhinestone rondell 

(repeat 8 times), white rondelle, and tassel crystal quartz (repeat 
4 times). 

6. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight. Form a second overhand knot; pull 
tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

7. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

Crackle Rhinestone Dangle Bracelet 
8. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
9. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads. This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
10. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord.. 
11. String 8 crackle glass, smokey, rhinestone dangle, smokey, 

crackle glass (repeat 4 times). 
12. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  

overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot; 
pull tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

13. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

 Crystal Rondelle Bracelet 
14. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
15. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
16. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
17. String 6 crystal 12mm, (rondelle, crystal 12mm) repeat 9 times. 
18. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  



overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot; 
pull tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

19. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

Dagger Bracelet 
20. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
21. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
22. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
23. String smokey, dagger (repeat 14 times) and smokey. Set aside. 
24. Repeat step 23. 
25. Bring both end of step 23 & 24 together and string 8 crystal 

12mm. 
26. Remove Bead Bugs, bring both ends together, form an  

overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot; 
pull tight and dab knot with glue.  Let Dry. 

27. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

 


